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Warpaths is a contemporary urban novel where violence, manipulation, and 

intrigue force sixteen-year old Zaida to grow up quickly. Her best friend’s death 

and the unexpected contents of his computer files drag her into a maze of 

political maneuverings as High School elections throw students and adults into 

conflict. Zaida unexpectedly discovers her ability to lead and inspire others. The 

challenge is not to lose herself in the process.   

Zaida is at war. Despite a missing father, a mainly absent mother, twin sisters 

who are cute but a handful, a fourteenth floor flat with a broken lift, a school 

which functions mainly as a prison, Zaida determinately fights on. During the 

day she struggles with the routine of study. Nights out with her best friend 

Aisha help keep her calm and then, of course, Saturday is for Drafting, illegal 

skateboard racing which they video for online release. Everything is under 

control, carefully planned until the night it goes wrong and Zaida’s boyfriend, 

Hosie is smashed beneath a car that fails to stop on red. Zaida rushes to him, 

grabs his cameras, and hides his skateboard under her coat. Only later does 

she realise he is dead. She has no idea how to react. 

It is their first funeral. Zaida and her friends are numb with shock but swear to 

keep their illegal racing secret. In homage to Hosie, they finally decide to edit, 

upload his last race online and maybe even identify the guilty driver. 

After the cremation, Pascual seeks out Zaida. Hosie was Pascual’s campaign 

manager for High School Student President and he hopes Zaida can offer some 

of Hosie’s experience and knowledge. Pascual is attractive, so is the proposal. 

She needs something new to focus on, to divert her attention.  

Struggling with death, her twin sisters, and long lost father, she throws herself 

into the campaign and quickly discovers she has a talent for provocation. She 

brings the election to life. Her publicity stunts on and off-line, get the student 

population fired up and keep her from dwelling on her own emotions. Success 

has its consequences. The Director of Studies threatens expulsion but she is 

enjoying her newly found power and has no intention of surrendering. 
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Searching through Hosie’s files Zaida discovers his cameras contain not just 

Drafting videos but dozens of encrypted files. He had proof of numerous 

potential scandals surrounding the building and funding of the local schools.  

Zaida’s flat is broken into. She is held up at knifepoint on the street: somebody 

wants that data and wants her out of student politics. Scared, she considers 

hiding away at home but her mother’s new boyfriend moves in and she feels 

even more alone. Zaida has no choice but to keep going. She begins to realise 

she enjoys the fight. She is moving out of the shadows and into the limelight. 

Nothing will stop her. 

Revelations of financial scandals make the School Authorities nervous and 

aggressive while, at the same time, students are up in arms. Amid the growing 

protests and violence, Zaida knows she is in danger. The Director of Studies 

smuggles her out a side entrance and takes her to her niece, a journalist. Zaida 

is suddenly relieved to unburden her discoveries and responsibilities. 

Zaida watches the protests from afar, sees the smoke rise as the Institute 

burns and riots spread through her neighbourhood. Zaida has helped set it all in 

motion but it is time to be selfish and take care of herself. 

The School is on fire, she is pregnant. Zaida takes a deep breath, holds the 

knife Aisha has given her, and laughs with her own sense of power. She’s 

almost happy as she walks away, full of life. She is ready for whatever war her 

new path unveils. 


